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The company's website contains all the information you could want about EWQLSO's price, features, links to manuals and videos, and the like. Included are a decent selection of demos showing how the instrument works, tutorials, and a forum, with regular updates to its free Kontakt Sample Library, and a 'My
samples' download area. The EWQLSO is a serious library for the serious user, with a price that seems reasonable, and a detailed feature set. And for those who think that woodwinds don't have enough complexity, it's worth noting that the EWQLSO includes a range of articulations for each instrument, for a
total of 14. We strongly recommend this outstanding library and instrument to fans of the oboe family, and a particular favourite of the editors. This is a cut above the average Orchestral sample library, and we'll leave you with the summing-up below. (Well, sorry for starting off with negative comments, but
it's more convincing this way.) I said earlier that there are some good ensembles in the library, but you get better value for your money in the Percussion library. Not only does it contain better recordings of drums, marimba and vibraphone, but the ensembles are better mixed and sounding more like real

orchestral instruments. The Classics percussion ensemble kicks off with marimba, piano and fortepiano sections, and is the kind of ensemble you might use in a chamber symphony. While it certainly doesn't sound bad, it lacks the breathy, resonant sounds of some of the more common, commercial orchestral
percussion ensembles. This comes as a bit of a disappointment. Nevertheless, the Latin percussion ensemble is an excellent source of Spanish-style percussion sounds, with the most impressive ensemble being the marimba. Other ensemble programs include a timpani ensemble with some exotic marimba

melodies and a four-track drum ensemble with bongos, conga, cymbal, sizzle cymbals, triangle, snare, tambourine, shaker and woodblocks. For fans of percussion, this is a can't-miss library!
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The Dolby TrueHD (.TTA) surround downmixed version of EWQLSO comes to us via master tapes by Gary Green (The Sound of Music), Ben Pearson (Star Wars), and Russell Spence and Nigel Godrich (Super 8). This surround mix is slightly sparser than the 5.1 version for fear of overwhelming the hardware. Yet
EWQLSO's stereo version gives a fantastic, smooth, punchy and natural feel, and produces the ambience the orchestra is known for in a format that is easily absorbed into the mix. It's certainly no secret that film soundtracks are predominantly surround in mono, stereo or occasionally Dolby Surround mixes,

and that EWQLSO's stereo version speaks to this fact in showing yet more potential for this perfectly-formed library. EWQLSO is deeply ingrained within the film-composing community and probably a crucial component of the good old days of silent-film, when orchestral score recorded onto 35mm and acetate
discs were the most sought-after components of a soundtrack EWQLSO's synth family ranks among the best in the business. Their combination of versatility and authenticity is a delight, and their instruments are well sampled, sounding full-blooded and full of character, with an attention to detail I've rarely
heard in other orchestral sample libraries. The EWQLSO Woodwind section proves beyond doubt that classical wind players are under-represented in most orchestral sample libraries, and deserves special mention for being rich, warm and detailed. I was impressed by the amount of detail on the the reed-

playing instruments, which also included a high-quality sound for the flute (which I didn't actually use in my demos). In comparison, the EWQLSO Brass section is sometimes a little too busy for its own good. 5ec8ef588b
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